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Dunkin donuts blueberry iced coffee review

Highest critical reviewAll critical reviews› A. Arellano3.0 of 5 starsDunkin Donuts blueberry crispy coffeeRecessed in the United States on September 1, 2019Sought a replacement for seasoning blueberries Dunkin Donuts and this was not it. I have a sample of DD blueberry syrup and compare this syrup side by side and
there really is no comparison. If you didn't have DD syrup as a test, the difference might not be as noticeable. But when you compare side by side, there's a big difference. DD syrup is much better. I bought because of the reviews that say it was a match with DD syrup, that's not true. I'm not going to use it in coffee. My
review is purely based on a comparison with DD syrup, otherwise I think it's fine syrup even better than the torani version of blueberries. The warmer days are finally here, and with them comes the iced coffee season. To prepare you for the smoldering commute ahead, we decided to taste the test and include all the
dunkin' donuts of icy coffee flavors – from traditional moccoa to rocky road. We judged (best to worst) on the overall taste, but also if the coffee actually tasted like the taste it was supposed to be. We were also wondering what the taste of vortex was, so I reached out to Dunkin' Donuts, and got this response from Jeff
Miller, Dunkin' Brands' chef and vice president of production: Dunkin' Donuts offers seven taste shots of options that are unsweetened, and sugar-free, but swirling flavors are a creamier and more indulgent option. Dunkin' Donut swirls are made with sweetened condensed milk and flavored with cocoa, vanilla and other
flavors to achieve the different flavors Dunkin' Donuts is known for. So that's it. But does this taste of faith combine with coffee to create a real taste bomb of deliciousness? Read next: Dunkin' Donuts/Getty Images 1. Caramel Mocha Combine two standards, and what do you get? Iced coffee with the flavor it brings. Our
tasters said they tasted more chocolate than caramel, but overall the effect was quite enjoyable. Dunkin' Donuts/Getty Images 2. Mocha Another classic, and for good reason - it had an intense chocolate flavor. One taster noted that it's like hot chocolate with coffee, which sounds exactly like mocho should be. Dunkin'
Donuts/Getty Images 3. Butter Pecan vortex For a coffee drinker who doesn't want to taste any coffee, this is the taste for you. It tasted like drinking melted buttered pecan ice cream or, as one taster said, like candy. Drinking big would definitely be a bad idea in hindsight, but it definitely nails the buttery, nutty taste of ice
cream. Obviously, it's very sweet, so if it's none of your business, move on. Dunkin' Donuts/Getty Images 4. Caramel Caramel Iced Coffee is already a thing. You can taste the caramel, but it's not much. It's okay. Dunkin' Donuts/Getty Images 5. French Vortex More like a fake vanilla vortex - hey oh! You could definitely
taste vanilla, but the testers overwhelmingly found this artificial tasting. So he loses points for ickiness, but also for being super boring. Dunkin' Donuts/Getty Images 6. Cookie Dough Swirling While this is the flavor that sounded best for us in theory, unfortunately it doesn't quite deliver. Our tasters thought it had the
essence of cookie dough, but not really the cookie dough POW wanted. Mostly, tasters said it just tasted sweet - which doesn't mean they'd drink it on a regular basis - but for this exercise, it's a failure. Dunkin' Donuts/Getty Images 7. White Chocolate Raspberry This flavor nails raspberries, but nothing else. Definitely do
not hold your breath for any traces of white chocolate; This is a raspberry show. If you're a fan of raspberries, you'll be happy, but I was inclined to agree with the tasting, which said it tasted like coffee enriched with raspberry vodka. Dunkin' Donuts / Brown-Eyed Baker 8. Rocky Road Vortex Well it doesn't taste like rocky
road ice cream – in fact it's been described in non-tasty ways like too bitter, artificial and tastes like medicine. Although one taster was a fan: It's harassing my language, but in a good way. Dunkin' Donuts/Getty Images 9. Hazelnut vortex We don't know how it tasted, but it certainly wasn't a hazelnut. Every but one taster
felt like this too strong taste tasted like something else, from buttered popcorn jelly beans to perfume. One taster even visibly muttered: 'I'm terrified of that one. So here you go: Nice try with the ornate Flavors of Dunkin, but if you want your favorite iced coffee that really tastes like what it says it is, it's better to stick to the
classics. This content is created and managed by a third party and imported to this page to provide users with their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io It's a common misconception that Dunkin' is famous and beloved for its doughnuts. The truth is that
those familiar with the East Coast chain know that when it comes to Dunkin, it's all about coffee.  Staring as the only storefront in Quincy, Massachusetts back in the 1950s, Dunkin' exploded in popularity. After serving just regular and decaf coffee, along with basic doughnuts, the pink and orange brand is now home to a
variety of palate-pleasing coffee drinks that you can enjoy hot, iced, or frozen. Due to the large selection of Dunkin, it can sometimes be overwhelming to decide which taste and temperature experience you want to have. After a long sampling, the following is a list of Dunkin' coffee drinks that you either need to try or
should probably let pass you by. Whether you like java hot or cold, black or creamy as-is or sweetened, we have you covered. These popular Dunkin' coffee drinks, ranked worst at best. Hazelnuts have a rich and beautiful taste with a long history of sparking serious taste bud joy (one word: Nutella). But for some reason
when it comes to adding sweet supplements to Dunkin' coffee, this particular vortex choice is kind of, as we say, repugnant.  Oddly bitter and artificial tasting, it's not clear whether the problem is that the vortex itself tastes like eau de toilet, or if the problem is the combination of vortex with Dunkin's coffee. Either way, you
need to avoid merging these two entities.  If you're a coffee lover with a craving for hazelnuts, try ordering a hot or iced drink and dressing it with hazelnuts taste shot instead. If you do, however, be aware that Dunkin' taste shots are unsweetened, so those who crave a sugar rush will need to add to their own sweetener. 
If these Dunkin' flavors seem alien to you, it's probably because they're not offered all year round or at any location. But if you happen to come across Dunkin at the right time of year and spot Cookie Dough or Rocky Road as swirling options, we ask you not to seduce delicious desserts with their titles conjure up. 
Inspired by some of baskin-robbins' most popular ice cream flavors, we learned hard that not everything we love tastes great in beverage form. It seems that cookie dough is best enjoyed raw, cooked, or embedded in vanilla ice cream – not floating purposelessly in morning coffee. While the combination of Arabic beans
and uncooked dough may one day be the main favorite, we hope it is not in our lives.  Along these same lines, Rocky Road - a beloved ice cream flavor made up of chocolate, marshmallows, and nuts - is perfect as is, and doesn't respond well when it violates the strong taste of coffee. These two ties in terms of location
because we couldn't decide which was the worst of the two. Just avoid them both. Although a bottled version of Dunkin' iced coffee can be useful when you need caffeine in an emergency, the experience of drinking this packaged, cold coffee can make you feel a little deflated. This drink, which is consumed as served
(without ice or straw), is hardly likened to the wonderfully refreshing fresh iced coffee that Dunkin' is known for.  While the taste is fine, it is practically impossible for this drink to last more than a few minutes, since the plastic bottle ensures that the contents warm up very quickly. And without ice, drinking coffee from a
bottle feels more like drinking a 5-hour energy shot or a less creamy (or chocolatey) Yoo-hoo. ] In terms of taste, Dunkin's bottled iced coffee is offered in original, French vanilla, mocka, caramel, espresso, biscuits and cream, and for a limited time, pumpkin spices. However, we must point out that all options are coffee



drinkers, nothing to see here) and pre-sweetened, so if you want to check the lightness and sweetness of coffee, it's probably not the drink for you. yes, and the biscuits and creamy taste is just unspitable (we drank and threw it away one tb. Let's start by saying that the butter pecan vortex in Dunkin' iced coffee is actually
pretty good; simply put, this drink is about as far away from coffee as you can get. Fully loaded with 48 grams of sugar in bulk, it would probably be healthier to stop for a double scoop of Baskin-Robbins' butter pecan ice cream on your way to work before opting for an iced coffee version (pretty much the same calories
but half the sugar).  However, if you love the effect of caffeine but hate the taste of coffee, and it happens that the sweet tooth that just won't stop, then Dunkin' Butter Pecan Vortex Iced Coffee might be the perfect drink for you. The taste absolutely does its job to capture both the creamy buttery-ness and smooth
nuttiness that it promises. In fact, it's so effective that it actually completely overwhelms any taste of coffee (as seriously, you can't taste coffee at all).  While free adults should be able to order this insulin-shame to please their hearts, it seems that Dunkin' sugary drinks may be targeting a younger audience. Children who
love sweets but have not yet acquired a taste for coffee (or the need for caffeine) may find themselves unwittingly recruited into a relentless (and expensive) lifelong coffee addiction. Often when we think about caramel, we actually think of salted caramel – a balanced flavor profile that compensates for the sweetness of
boiled sugar with a touch of saltiness. Dunkin Iced Caramel Swirl Macchiato doesn't taste like that, but if you're a sugar devil, that's not a bad thing. This is more dessert than proper coffee, but if you're in the mood for an afternoon sweet treat, it's not a bad choice. The caramel vortex is sweet, so if you don't want sugar
fever other than your caffeine, it's the one you'll want to skip. However, if you are a fan of caramel and milk with an espresso side, this can become your order in Dunkin. Not the best iced espresso drink on offer, but it's definitely not the worst.  There are few things that fast foodies love more than a secret menu. The thrill
of insider hacks at places like In-N-Out Burger, Starbucks and Taco Bell make taste buds (and the deep need to feel hip and cool) sing.  Many of you may not even know that Dunkin' has a secret menu, but they do! And their more interesting offerings are coconut berries of iced coffee. If you are vegan or simply a nut for
nuts and berries, then this drink hack needs to be tried. Made by combining Dunkin iced coffee with almond milk, two shots of coconut flavor, and two shots of blueberries (both sugar free), coconut berry iced coffee is a wonderful, refreshing, and completely dairy-free option (can also be made with milk or cream on
request).  That being said, merging coconut, blueberries and coffee is not for everyone. For coffee purists, the cocooned iced coffee flavor profile may prove a little too off the beaten track.  For moccoa lovers, it's worth noting that there's also another version of Dunkin' coconut berry iced coffee that sheds coconut on
cocoa. In this non-vegan incarnation, the drink is produced by combining mocka latte (espresso, milk and mocka vortex) with one drink of blueberries. Dunkin' first debuted frozen coffee in 1997 with their Coolatta Coffee (RIP). Then, in 2017, the coffee conglomerate replaced Coffee Coolatta with what they simply call
Frozen Dunkin' Coffee. Like Coolatta, Frozen Dunkin' Coffee can be adapted in many ways by adding to flavor shots or beliefs. In addition to their regular selection of shot, for a limited time, pumpkin is available to spice up (pun intended) this frozen drink. While hot pumpkin lattes warm souls and facilitate the transition
from summer to autumn state-of-mind, adding a pumpkin flavor shot to what is essentially a coffee milkshake has a different effect.  Although frozen pumpkin coffee tastes good, there's something about it that also tastes bad. Pumpkin is a taste that provokes feelings of cold weather - warm sweaters, cozy socks, and
sitting by the fire. Even in places like SoCal, where temperatures rarely drop below 50 degrees, the taste of pumpkin is still a universal indication to the palate that autumn has come. While this drink reigns in hot form, die-hard year-round iced coffee drinkers can definitely enjoy a pumpkin twist on their drink as well. It
seems that the strange feeling of slurping iced pumpkin is specific to frozen pumpkin coffee combinations.  Dunkin' Hazelnut Mocha can be ordered either hot or iced, and is essentially a drinking chocolate hazelnut spread with a touch of coffee flavor for good measure. While hazelnut flavors still have a little bitterness on
the surface, it is a large tempered mocmo in this drink.  We think this drink is a little better served hot, at least in part because the nutty, chocolate-forward flavor combination evokes winter vibes. It's not as obviously sweet as some of the other tasted coffee drinks in Dunkin' So if you just want a hint of something sweet
with your afternoon pick-me-up, mocha hazelnut might just be the way to go. If you order this iced one, we think it tastes best with the addition of whipped cream to further compensate for the slightly bitter aftersay of hazelnuts.  If you're a fan of the cold beer coffee craze that seems to have swept our great nation, then
Dunkin' should definitely be in your list. Ranked #3 the Daily Meal (especially higher than Starbucks, much to the surprise of many), Dunkin's cold brew is high in caffeine but low in acidity, and very drinkable even for non-cold beer lovers.  This strong but low-cal choice is a nice change from a typical iced coffee routine.
What's particularly interesting is that even with all the varieties and freedoms that Dunkin' takes with his coffee options, cold beer seems to have remained a sacred cow – to escape any corruption of the taste of faith or whipped watering. Perhaps it is out of respect for the very serious consumers of iced coffee, which
apparently separated from the rest of the hearing when the cold beer was brewed. When thinking about ways to make coffee even tastier, adding fruit to the mix is probably not at the top of your list. Still, Dunkin' has managed to open its eyes (and taste buds) to a world where berry-flavored coffee is not only available,
but is surprisingly yummy.  If you're an iced coffee drinker who wants to change things up a bit, walk on the wild side by adding a blueberry flavor shot to your normal routine. While the essence of blueberries in your Joe cup may not be for everyone, we think it is for more people than one might think.  However, if the fruit
in the coffee feels like too big a leap, try having a coconut flavor shot for a spin instead - we promise it's just as tasty (hey tied placement on our list). Less robust than hazelnut, Dunkin' coconut iced coffee is a nice compromise for nut lovers looking for something a little lighter. This drink also happens to taste fantastic
with almond milk, so it's a total win for vegan Dunk'ers.  As the name suggests, this Dunkin' iced coffee hack is dream-come-true for fans of Hersey's Almond Joy bar. By adding toasted almonds and coconut flavor shots as well as mocha vortex, Dunkin' iced coffee is transformed into a drinking (and caffeine effective)
version of the classic treat.  For those of you who are more mounds persuasive, you may just as well be satisfied with the same drink, just holding toasted almonds. Either way, this combination of flavor forces successfully brings your favorite Halloween treat to morning coffee in a way that isn't too sweet or strangely
bitter. And while the real Almond Joy bar has 20 grams of carbohydrates, the beverage version has just 5 grams, which makes it a bit of a healthy choice (okay, maybe healthy is a stretch, but one can dream).  Like many items on Dunkin' beverage menu, caramel mocho coffee can be served hot or iced and both paths
are really delicious.  The high marks of this drink probably aren't that surprising as most people would vote for caramel, chocolate and coffee as a winning combination. However, it is always good to get some verification in advance because, as in Instances of hazelnut swirling, these things can sometimes not turn out as
big as it sounds.  If you crave sweet and salty, caramelmocha is also prime for a great drink hack – sprinkling a little salt on top! It adds that whole yummy salted caramel thing to the experience. It's important to point out that since caramel mocka is made by adding both caramel and mocka swirls to coffee, it's definitely on
the sweeter side. And while there is no sugar-free version, choosing to use skim or almond milk can help reduce the total number of calories.  Dunkin's plain espresso is made with dark roasted Arabica beans that has a bold, but balanced, flavor. The chain has completely overhauled its approach to espresso-based
coffee drinks in 2018, reported QSR Magazine, focusing on developing high-quality espresso that could be quickly produced and sold at a competitive price without sacrificing taste.  According to QSR, they've gone from espresso to a newer, more traditional model, and you can taste the difference. An ordinary shot of
espresso from Dunkin' is about as good as an airport espresso in Italy, which is pretty good. It has pleasant chocolate tones and a smooth feel in the mouth, which makes it the ideal base of all other espresso-based beverage chains. Like all straight espresso shots, it's pretty bitter in itself, so if you decide to go for a
straight shot, be prepared to taste like an adult thing.  Whenever you talk about merging chocolate and hazelnuts, the answer is almost certainly going to be, oh damn yes.  As for dessert, Nutella is a buzz word that practically sells itself (unless you have a nut allergy and then it's a warning to run in the opposite direction).
Despite the poor performance of a separate hazelnut vortex, its presence in Nutella Surprise will make you sing a completely different tune (although there really isn't much surprise there?).  Another favorite of Dunkin's secret menu, the taste of Nutella Surprise is quite decadent. While Nutella can sometimes be a bit
intense (in a good way), the beauty of Nutella Surprise seduces that hazelnuts don't oversteer the taste of coffee. In fact, he praises it. Given the popularity of hazelnut-flavored coffee, and mocka's loyal following, the only thing surprising about these two flavors making one kick-ass drink is that it's not part of Dunkin'
regular menu. If you're not already familiar with this old school espresso-based beverage, Americano is essentially a shot (or double shot) espresso that has been diluted with water to create a kind of cross between espresso and dripping coffee. The drink originated during World War II, when American soldiers were
looking for a familiar cup of joe overseas. If you've ever been to Europe, you know, Drip coffee can be quite hard to come by, so during the war, cafes began mixing espresso with water to create a drink that was more palate to Americans. It remains a popular choice both in the states and abroad, and Dunkin' does good.
In fact, we think it's actually a little better than their direct espresso shot, which is also pretty solid. The addition of water tempers the bitter properties of espresso, which leads to a drink that is smooth and not at all sweet.  The caramel vortex latte offers plenty of the same delicious taste as caramel mocka, just a little less
sweet, a little creamy and much less (as in any) chocolate. What's great about this drink is in the form of a latte is that the espresso offers a rich base that blends very well with the bold caramel flavor - both are softened by a high amount of cream/milk.  There is something about the espresso-caramel-milk ratio of this
drink that is damn close to perfection. Also because it uses only one swirling taste (as opposed to two in caramel mocka) the drink is sweet, but not overwhelmingly so. If you really don't like your sweet coffee, you can order a latte and add a caramel flavor shot. Since these shots are unsweetened, you can add your own
sweetener or go without.  In a similar vein, the caramel macchiato is also quite fabulous and has received rave reviews in its hot form. The main difference between a latte and a macchiato is the amount of milk that is used and the way it is prepared. Lattes are almost exclusively milk, with one to three shots of espresso
(or more on request), while macchiatos have less milk that is cooked, and the ingredients are layered. The result is a bold-to-creamy experience, unlike any passing creamy latte. Whatever caramel drink you choose, remember that you can always sprinkle a little salt on top for a sweet and salty twist. In 2020, Dunkin'
released its version of the ubiquitous Pumpkin Spice Latte so early that it even beat coffee competitor Starbucks at a party.  Dunkin's New Pumpkin Spice Latte is a more mature version of the doughnut chain's previous pumpkin-flavored drinks such as Frozen Pumpkin Coffee and pumpkin swirling drinks. As pumpkin
season spices creep up on us earlier each year, you can try it icy at the beginning of the season, and hot as summer actually changes in the fall. It has the complexity of adding vanilla and spice flavors that are balanced by Dunkin' signature fatty espresso blend.  It's also a tad less sweet than some of their other pumpkin
offerings, which is a welcome change. Our biggest criticism of this drink is that it doesn't really taste like coffee, it just ends up tasting like pumpkin spice milk, especially if you decide to order iced.  Maybe you'll be surprised (and maybe a little disappointed?) to finally get to number on this list and you will find that it's just
a simple cup of 'Joe.  Call it an affinity for tradition (or maybe just seriousness about coffee), but nothing really beats the straight-up, no-nonsense taste of Dunkin' original blend. Smooth and unpretentious, this medium roast is derived from Arabica beans and delivers an even taste that rivals the slightly bitter taste of
Starbuck's Pike Pace, which is known.  While the fun and novelty of the more extravagant dunkin beverage choices, complete with whipped cream and toppings, are appreciated, it's the original blend that made them famous – and for good reason. If you want to add a little excitement to your morning coffee, or maybe
just looking for a change, adding one of dunkin' unsweetened taste shots is a nice compromise. This combo allows you to enjoy some variety without sacrificing the integrity of Dunkin' coffee that you know and love.  Love. 
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